Hugo is at home.
He is sitting at his desk.
He has a new pen.
He is writing a letter.
He begins: Dear Aunt Susan,
Thank you so much for the lovely present. I...
Hugo can’t write any more.
Why can’t he write any more?
Is there no ink in the pen?
He shakes his pen.
It doesn’t work.
He takes a close look at the pen.
He squeezes the ink-tank.
Suddenly there comes a splash.
It hits Hugo’s face.
Hugo is full of blue ink.
The ink-tank of his pen is empty.
He can’t write the letter.
Aunt Susan will have to wait.
Hugo must go and clean his face.

Look at the sentences:
He is sitting at his desk. …She is sitting at her desk.................................................................

Now do the same:
He must go and clean his face. .................................................................
He takes a close look at his pen. .................................................................
He is shaking his pen. .................................................................
He is writing his name. .................................................................

Can you write with it? If yes, underline:
a lamp - a pen - a computer - a pencil - a rat - a felt-pen - a cup - a waste paper basket - a clock

Is it blue? If yes, underline:
Hugo’s cap - Hugo’s hair - the sky on a sunny day - ink - a traffic light - an apple - a banana - a hot dog